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Fort Buff
I saw another fort.
And I have written another paper about another fort.
And I am worried.
Not that I fear that this paper, however defective , will
be received graciously. Your minds might stray, great coups
mIght be planned, eyelids might droop and a snore or two be emitted.
But it has always been one of the felicities of this Club that no one
with a paper has yet been hooted off the podium. Nor has his effo rt
been
greeted
with a humiliating dead silence after he has droned out
his last
sentence.

n~t

Moreover, at this time of year a reader can always count
on the Christmas spirit, eggnog and mulled wine. (And hope that
anticipation of the Asbury Christmas turkey might not produce too
much impatience.)
No, I am worried about what my choice of subject might
signify about my mental health. It is my second paper about a f~rt.
Am I in peril of becoming a BUFF? Have I already begun to sl~de
down the primrose path toward buffdom? Am I in danger of losmg
the comraderie of even-tempered men, as buffs do?
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For buffs, you know, buttonhole one.
They talk
incessantly about the subject of their obsession.
They are
single-issue men. They do not pay atte ntion to one's own shrewd
responses and gambits. Most dam ning: buffs are not clubable.
My most recent te mptation came from Fort Zachary
Taylor in Key West, Florida. Like Fort Jefferson nearby in the
Tortugas, about which 1 presente d a paper a few years ago (and which
might have constituted my fir st step toward the perdition of
buffdom), it is part of the "Third System" of seacoast fortifications
planned and built in the last century be fore the War of the Rebellion.
The forts were designed to guard the perimeters of the young
American Republic from incursions by the wicked old monarchies of
wicked old Europe.
Especially against the wicked old British
monarchy, whose many colonie s and whose naval primacy in the
Caribbean was much resented and feare d in her exNorth American
colonies. Fort Zachary Taylor was also designed to keep watch over
the Florida Straits, through whic h saile d much American commerce.
More specifically, Fort Taylor was to protect the bustling harbor of
Key West.
And the best site for this was off the southwestern shore
of the island, on a shoal which com manded the junc tion of four ship
channels leading to the port. For this shoal, Major General Joseph G.
Totten, also architect of Fort Jefferson, designed a structure in the
form of a trapezoid. The long side , or gorge, extended four hundred
ninety-five feet and faced the land. It contained the entrance, which
was connected to the land one thousand three hundred twenty feet
away, by a causeway. The three two-hundred-fifty-five-feet-long
shorter sides, or curtain walls, faced the sea and were the "business"
or fighting walls of the fort.
Where the curtain walls joined,
projecting bastions allowed fir e to sw~ep the walts to pre,v~nt
escalade . The gorge, or land side, contalned three floors of hV10g
quarters for a thousand men, and was protected , from land
bombardment by a huge covering face of sand held 10 place by
masonry.
1'\ thigh t i.de on the shoal the sea bottom was u,:,der ten
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feet of
water an,
"
nd within the wans of the castle, the
brought 10 to ralse the g~ou 1 't
s to take fifty-four thous a nd
arade above water. Ultimate y 1 wa
~ublc ;ardS ot E\\ to create the two alld a ha\t ac.re parade,
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In June 1845, under the direction of Captain George
Dutton, Irish and German immigrants began laying the foundations
for the massive structure. Behind breakwaters and cofferdams, a
grill of cypress ties were set on the bedrock some eleven feet below
water level. The upper foundation of local stone and concrete was
faced with granite sailed in from Maine, and the granite continued
sixteen feet above high tide to shield the walls from heavy seas and
storms.
The sea beat Captain Dutton and his workmen to it. In
October 1846, the first of several hurricanes to strike Key West
during the period of construction so damaged the works that
construction was set back a year.
Other elements hampered the project. Because of the
heat and humidity the work went on only from the end of summer
through spring. Yellow fever periodically decimated the work crew
and once carried off the construction engineer himself. Delivery of
brick for the upper works, mostly from Pensacola, was unreliable, and
frequently the brick itself was unsound. Even though fear of British
intentions continued throughout the 1850's, Congressional reluctance
to appropriate the seventy-five thousand dollars to one hundred fifty
thousand dollars spent each year produced periodic work stoppages.
But slowly, under the direction of successive commanders,
one of whom later served the Confederacy as a Major General, the
fort rose higher and higher. In 1850, it was named after the Indian
fighter, Mexican War hero and ex-president, Zachary Taylor. In April
1855, the first tier of casemates received fifty-eight-inch
Columbiads. By 1860, the second tier of casemates and the barbette
above were armed. Hot-shot furnaces, magazines, living quarters
and cisterns were finished, and plans were under way to install a
sea-water condensor should the cisterns run dry.
But by then it was clear that the fort faced the wrong
way. Confederate sympathies ran high in Key West and the gorge
(land side) of Taylor was virtually unprotected against a potentially
unfriendly shore. In the dead of night, January 13, 1861, forty-four
local federal troops moved into the fort. This was one month before
the Confederacy was formed and four months before the first shots
at Fort Sumter. Reinforcements brought the garrison up to two
hundred forty-five federal troops in March. By that time all other
federal forts on southern soil, except Jefferson and Pickens, had been
occupied by southern forces.
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Throughout the Rebel~ion, Key West was an impor~ant
Union base. As it seemed possIble that European power: mIght
intervene and European navies attack the fort, co~struction was
hastened. A new ten thousand gallon desalinization bailer was set up
and the final armament installed. In 1864, four companies of Black
soldiers were added to the garrison.
Al though its cannon never fired a hostile shot, the mere
presence of the fort critically hampered the Confederate war effort.
Suspected rebels were removed from Key West.
Five passing
blockade runners were captured and confined in the fort; and its
cannon, with a range of three miles, seriously interrupted crucial
imports into the south. They also deterred any attempt by the
Confederate Navy to capture the important port of Key West. Like
the British Navy in the First World War, the mere fact that Taylor
was "in being," whether it won batt les or not, helped deny victory to
the enemy.

By the time the rebe ls ha d been chastened in 1865,
Taylor, like all the brick and mortar "third system" forts, had become
outmoded.
For, in 1862, new rifled cannon had reduced the
seven-und-a-half-foot masonry walls of a sister fort, Pulaski, to a
pile of rubble.
Fort Taylor, like Fort Jefferson, was never
completed.
In 1870, the army withdrew the garrison and for the next
twenty-three years Taylor was in charge of a fort keeper. Then the
War Department decided that, unlike the also uncompleted Fort
Jefferson in the Gulf, Taylor could still be of use.
However
specifications of the new arma ment did not coincide with
specifications of the old fort. The new weapons were too big and
heavy for the pre-Civil War walls. So the upper levels of Fort Taylor
were torn off, leaving just one tier of casemates, the height it had
reached in 1855.
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To strengthen what remained of the south curtain wall its
twenty-four casemates were fiUed with rubble, sand and concr~te.
Into the 1Hl were dumped many of the cannons, bans and gun
carriages that had been placed in Taylor in the si.xties.
Then the parade was crowded with accommodation for
two batteries of twelve-inch disappearing rifles, eight-inch mortars
and thirty-six-pounder rapi.d-fire guns. Symbonca\~y, one of
Presldent Taylor's old Indian enemies entered the fort wlth the new
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armament.
One battery was named after the Seminole chief,
Osceola. Actually, in the modernization, Taylor came off pretty
well. When Sumter was updated at the same time, its parade was
entirely filled in to provide a secure platform for the new armament.
War Secretary William Howard Taft ordered the fort
electrified in 1905. As the decades passed, Taylor received more new
ordnance (anti-aircraft guns, radar) and it continued to guard Key
West through the Second World War. In 1947, it was turned over to
the Navy which used it as a warehouse for the adjoining Navy base.
Then the shipping channel that Taylor had watched over
was deepened and acres of fill were dumped around the structure.
Large portions of the granite and brick walls, once whipped by stormy
seas, were now covered over. Taylor came to be almost entirely
surrounded by land. In the field of fire of the south curtain walls
(now Osceola battery), a tacky housing development sprung up.
For twenty years after the Second World War, Taylor
slept. Then it occurred to someone that the filled-in south curtain
walls contained the largest accumulation of Civil War cannon in the
United States. Key West is, after all, the base of operations for Mel
Fisher, who has been ransacking the sunken Spanish galleon, Nuestra
Senora de A tocha. "Volunteers" began breaking into the old filled-in
south casemates.
I do not know whether or not the excavators were greedy
scavengers or honest amateur archaeologists. At any rate, in the
1970's Taylor became a national historic landmark and just a few
years ago it opened to v isi tors.
If you dare risk becoming a fort buff, drive to Taylor, do
not walk from Duval Street as 1 did on a steamy afternoon last July.
Then the threat of heat prostration brought horne to me fully the
reason why construction on the fort had ceased during the summer.
One enters through the sally port. On the left (south) side of the
parade is the great hulking Osceola battery, painted black and ruining
the symmetry of the trapezoidal parade. One can scramble up, over
and beyond it ilnd walk, taking care, on the top of the old south
curtain wails, where tons of Civil War ordnance still lie, safe now in
their listing on the National Register of Historic Places. M,uch ~f the
rest of the structure lies as it must have looked when the flrst tler of
casema tes was finished in 1855: warm brown brick fashioned into a
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series of arches and vaults and here and there a restored Civil War
cannon.
There are plans to dig a moa t around it and to construct a
drawbri dge so that it will look more as it did one hundred twenty
years ago. I hope not. Florida already has one Disney World, and I
rather like seeing what time has done to places. After a ll, Fort
Taylor was a working installation until only forty years ago and I
think it should reflect that fa ct.
I a m not certan whether or not I will inspect another fort.
I probably will. Already information a bout Fort Monroe in Norfolk
seems to be gravitating toward me . But I really do not plan to tell
you a bout it if I do.

On the other hand, 0
might do. And a fort buff is a m

ever knows what a man obsessed
obsessed.

Some of you migh t remember that, while in my first days
as a Club member, I once observed fro m this rostsrum that only one
war paper was allowed each mem!>er . I was then howled down and
accused of betraying my lust f
pow er by unilaterally issuing new
Club rules. To teach me my place, there followed a veritable spate
of second, third and even fourt h a.r pa pers.
Still, faced with the probabili ty of my visit to Fort
Monroe, perhaps we do need a ne rule . Only TWO fort papers per
member ••••

Herber t Curry

The Drive to Oberlin

2

When my son, Ken, chose Oberlin CoUege, one ot my
reactions was that this college was iust the right distance from
Cincinnati.

Tha t is, far enough so Ken w ould live at college, and
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close enough so we could drive him there reasonably easily. Upon
reflection, the two-hundred-mile drive each way did not appear to be
a pleasant prospect, as I really do not like to drive long distances. I
much prefer to fly to distant cities and then sightsee there. I
remembered the tiring two-day drives to Cape Cod in summers past,
and decided that this new drive was going to be the one drawback for
my part of Ken's college experience.
In fact, things have worked out quite differently. Over
the past three years, the twenty-two trips my wife and I have made
have really been quite pleasant. We look forward to them. Of
course, much of the pleasure has been in the object of the trip, as it
was in picking Ken up last week for the Christmas holidays. On the
other hand, the trip itself has become interesting for its own sake. In
the remainder of this short paper I am going to describe some of the
elements that changed my mind.
The route we usually take Is quite simple. From Terrace
Park we take Ohio 126 to Miamiville, turn onto Wards Corner Road
and then get on Interstate 275 to Interstate 71 north. From there it
is just stay on the interstate through Columbus until we reach U.S.
250 just outside of Ashland. Then we take a small loop to get on Ohio
89 going north. This runs right into Ohio 58, which eventually
becomes Main Street in Oberlin. The trip is about two hundre d ten
miles, and takes just under four hours. Thus, if we are either picking
Ken up or dropping him off, we can make the trip comfortably in a
day, and still be home for supper.
However, as we have been repeating this trip, we now
have lots of things to look for and enjoy on the way. Leaving the
Cincinnati area we see the way the suburbs are sprawling out of the
city. The growth of apartment and condominium complexes in
Warren County is noteworthy. The architecture is not impressive!
We have named one complex "Mansfield South" because the wall
around it makes it look like a minimum security prison. All It needs
is a coil of barbed wire and guard towers to be perfect! Next, we
pass the Kings Island area. With Kings Island, the Beach, the Jack
Nicklaus Sports Center, the Football Hall of Fame and the discount
shopping center, this area is always full of surprises, especially the
weekend traffic!
The next attaction is the Morrow bridge over the Little
Miami. In the early morning, the mists fill the valley and the whole
area is really beautiful. Traveling north, we soon leave river valley
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country and pass through the farm lands which stretch to Columbus
and beyond. On the way there are many farmhouses, some prosperous
and some quite run down. One in particular suffered a serious fire
several years ago. For many months, the burnt-out shell loomed over
the road from the brow of a small hill . The owners have done a fine
job of rebuilding, and we look for ward to seeing this fine brick
farmhouse on our way north. A little wa ys on, there is a farm with a
burnt c ross by the road and, usua lly, a large Confederate flag. I
believe this is the place where the Ku Klux Klan has held meetings in
the pust. It is certainly visible!
After leaving Warren County, the road passes farms with
ponds and fields. As the seasons pass, we see firsthand the success or
failure of the crops, and also the varyin g degrees of success that the
farmers have in coping with the vagarie s of nature. Soon we reach
the exurbs and suburbs of Colum bus. Gradually the houses loose the
"farmhouse" look and become sp lit leve ls, Cape Cods and the other
usual house styles of city commute rs.
We have now been on the road for an hour and a half, and
a decision is necessary. First, shall e go straight through Columbus
or take their circle beltway? If it is still early, and not a Saturday
with Ohio State playing a football game , we will probably go straight
through. This is a shorter route and tends to wake up the driver who
will have to weave through all the local traffic.
After driving
through the central business district e head north again, with Ohio
State and the Historical Center on 0 r left. Near the Weber Road
exit is a buUding which has fascina ed us for three years. It is a
typical small business structure with the improbable name of "Panic
Distributing Companyl" Now this is a name to conjure withl What do
they distribute? What is the "P anic" all about? One of these years
we will stop and find out.
As we leave Columbus,
e are watching for the next
"Rest Area." This one, at mile one hund red twenty-seven, is special.
It has a heated, and air conditioned in sum mer, toilet facilities. This
is really special, since most of the rest areas in Ohio have unheated,
privy-type facilities. Why Ohio has waite d so long to upgrade these
rest areas to modern standards is a mystery to me. For the last three
years this particular stop has been the only one betw~en Cincinnati
and Oberlin with inside plumbing. Now others are bemg renovated,
but this one will always be special t o us! We stop here for a few
minutes and en)oy the results of our tax dollars. F\ welcome break,
and a necessary one, after two hours on the ro ad.
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As we leave the rest area, the road becomes more rolling,
up long hills and then down again. In many of the valleys beautiful
farms nestle near winding brooks and groves of trees. There are
many deer-crossing signs, and once we saw a whole heard of them
running across a field into a nearby forest. We always keep a sharp
lookout around here in the hopes of seeing more! The interstate
skirts Mansfield, and soon we reach the turnoff at U.S. 250. A few
minutes later finds us heading north on Ohio 89. This road is a
typical two-lane rural road, unusual only in having some remarkable
dips and valleys. Amish families live in this area, so a sharp eye is
needed to avoid their buggies. This part of the trip goes through a
number of small towns, each with their own sights and peculiarities.
First Polk, which does not appear to be doing too well. It also has the
first of five railroad crossings between the interstate and Oberlin.
This is the roughest of the five, and the first time we crossed it we
went airborne! Now we slow down. After Polk the road joins Ohio 58
and we pass through Sullivan, another small town with a tiny main
street and few shops. The farms along this section vary between the
quite prosperous and well kept and the very rundown. Some of the
older barns are remarkably beautiful.
Some have church-style
windows with pointed tops and louvered shutters, while others have
large fieldstone basements.
After passing through Huntington, we reach Wellington,
the largest town before Oberlin. This has a highly unusual town hall,
built in the late eighteen hundreds, with Russian-style onion towers.
Earlier this year we stopped to take pictures and explore the town
square. Wellington appears to be better off economically than the
others we have passed through, and the local traffic and shops show
signs of prosperity. There are also a number of large Victorian-style
houses, like some of the ones in Clifton or Glendale. Margie and I
want to take time to explore Wellington on a future trip.
Now we are only a few miles from Oberlin. Almost at
once we see a landmark, a passionate pink bungalow. Next is the
town limit sign and a few minutes later we are dodging students on
bikes or foot, and pulling up to Ken's dorm. Usually we will have
lunch and then either unload or load up, depending on what the
purpose of this trip is. Then it is back on the road again, and back to
Cincinnati.
Of course, not all of these trips are equally pleasant. In
winter the roads can be icy and slow. During summer the traffic is
heavier, and there are often road construction projects along the
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way. We have found an alternate route that b ypasses some of the
wors t 0 f t hese areas, and we put u with th
things considered, the drive to an~ from O~ r~?t. h However, all
pleasant and looked-forward-to experience.
er In as become a

Charles S. Robertson, Jr.

3

Proof of Murphy's Law

. I ?elieve Murphy's Law proclaims "If something can go
wrong, 1t w1ll."
This truism is usually followed by Callahan's
Corol~ary "Murphy was an optimist." Application of these laws to
vacatlOn travel, or any travel for that matter, is the subject of this
essay.
It was a beautiful day in mid July. My son, Bill, and I
were about to leave Traverse City, Michigan, where we have a
vacation cottage, for Winnipeg, Canada, via O'Hare Airport a
seemingly round-about route, but apparently there was no other ~ay
unless we drove one hundred seventy-five miles north to the airport
at Sault St. Marie. We were supposed to arrive in Winnipeg at eight
p.m. and had reservations at the Intercontinental Hotel at the airport
for the night in order to be ready for a seven a.m. charter flight for
Hatchet Lake, Saskachewan, the next day. The charter was a part of
a package fly-in fishing trip to a resort six hundred eighty miles
north of Winnipeg. The location was barely a stone throw from the
Northwest Territory and the Arctic Circle.
It looked like an
excellent arrangement on paper, but looks can be deceiving.
Our plane to Chicago via Grand Rapids was late leaving
the Traverse City Airport, because a direct flight to Chicago leaving
a few minutes before was over sold and no one on that plane would
volunteer to change to our Grand Rapids/Chicago flight, even for a
one hundred twenty-five dollar inducement. FinalJy several people
were bumped from the direct flight, boarded our plane looking sullen
and angry, then baggage was located and transferred and we were off
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into the great blue sky. It did not stay blue very long. There was
heavy weather between northern Michigan and Chicago. We ran into
thunderstorms which our pilot tried unsuccessfully to dodge, and, of
course, as we approached the Chicago area we were put into a
holding pattern since the storms had slowed traffic in and out of
O'Hare.
We did not worry, even though we should have. Our
Northwest Orient flight to Winnipeg was scheduled to leave at five
fifty p.m. and we stlll had over an hour leeway. Finally we landed
and made our way to the Northwest Orient counter. Flight 445 on
which we had our reservation was also delayed and its time of
departure was advanced to seven p.m. We were hungry by that time
so each bought a bratwurst on a bun, which handled that problem
temporarily. Flight 445 finally arrived and we received our seat
assignments. Only then was I told that we would have to change to a
smaller plane, also Flight 445, in Minneapolis for the trip to
Winnipeg. Apparently the passengers for Winnipeg were too few to
justify the DC-IO on which we would leave Chicago. Nothing on our
tickets suggested such an arrangement. The tickets read: Flight 445
Chicago to Winnipeg and did not mention an intermediate stop in
Minneapolis. Still I did not worry except about our fishing rod case
and other baggage which we would need the next morning for the
charter to Hatchet Lake. The charter operated only on Saturday and
Tuesday mornings, reminding me of another Murphyism: "For the
first time ever that you can afford the time and money to take a
fly-in fishing trip to a remote Canadian lake, when you arrive, you
learn that your rod case has been air freighted to California and your
tackle box routed to Florida."
Finally by nine p.m. we were in our seats on the DC-IO
waiting to take off and looking forward to a drink and dinner. The
most improbable happened -- so improbable that even Murphy could
not have anticipated it. The plane door opened, admitting the ticket
clerk who announced that Northwest Orient Flight 445 would go no
further than Minneapolis. For the majority of the passengers who
were bound for the west coast on another Northwest Orient flight
from Minneapolis, that flight would wait their arrival, but for the
twenty poor benighted souls who had tickets for Winnipeg, the flight
from Minneapolis to Winnipeg could not wait because due to the
lateness of the hour a new crew would have been required. There was
mention of bad weather and a bomb threat as cause for the delay. in
Chicago. At any rate, we had the ch~ice of g~tting off and sta~mg
over night in Chicago or going to Mmneapolis to spend the night
there
Hotel rooms meals and unlimited phone calls were t? be
provided by that mo;t thoughtful of all airlines, Northwest Onent.
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We were told that we could ta ke a plane for Winnipeg leaving at
seven a.m. I ,:"a.s dumbfounded, but had no success arguing with the
clerk about. rnl S!;mg ?ur seven a. m. char ter in Winnipeg. I was told to
get of~ or SIt down smce the plane was a bout to taxi to the runway at
any mmute. The clerk was un moved by our predicament. I chose to
stay on .th~ plane, hoping to conv ince the charter manager to wait for
us m Wmmpeg the next morning. He could not be less sympathetic or
helpful than the Northwest Orie nt ticke t clerk!
Whe~ we arrived in MinneapOlis, we were assigned a motel
room near the aIrport. We also fou nd tha t the first flight to Winnipeg
the next morning was at ten ff
a .m., not at seven a.m. The
Northwest Orient clerk in Minneapoli s al so was unsympathetic a bout
us and the other stranded cus 0 ers.
Obviously we were not
sufficiently numerous or influential to justify overtime for the crew.
The fact that in most instances the s randed passengers were going to
experience significant monetary loss ma de no difference. There was
nothing left for us to do but stay 0 er night since the time was ten
thirty p.m. and we could not drive
fi ve hundred miles to Winnipeg
by seven a.m.

We gathered our bagga e -- the fishing tackle was there
and reached the hotel by bus, - ed and disgusted. No free meals
-- no free phone privileges. 1 cal
Sue in Lake Leelanau to tell her
where we were and then called Ha che Lake Lodge to talk to George
Fleming, the proprietor, since his innipeg agent, Jane Ross, did not
answer her phone. She was at the airport awaiting our nonarrival.
George said he could arrange f
us to reach Hatchet Lake via
Pacific Western to Lynn Lake an ?arson's Charter for the additional
three hundred fifty miles. He sai he would make our reservations
but the extra cost would be abou
hundred dollars per person. In
about one hour Jane Ross called
0 confirm. What else could we
do? 1 vowed to sue Northwest 0 ient -\irlines, but you know how far 1
succeeded with that tactic.
Next morning the te
fif ty flight to Winnipeg was
uneventful except for a thirty- m' ute late arrival. We had i~st
enough ti~e to bolt down a small 1
in the airport before boardmg
the Pacific Western flight to Lynn Lake . Suddenly as that sturdy
plane was rushing down the runw ay me pilot slammed on the brakes,
reversed the motors and aborted the akeoff. People and baggage
were scattered about the plane, but, fortu nately, no one was injured.
When the plane came to a halt, the pilot, through the intercom,
apologized for the sudden deceler ation necessitated by the loss of a
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window in the pilot's cabin. The pilot said it had blown out but I am
sure it fell in, the hole creating a stiff breeze, ruffling the pilot's hair
and aplomb. The pilot said, "Worry not, we'll have it fixed promptly."
After about an hour, a mechanic arrived. We were on the runway
apron. I asked to get off to phone our charter that we would be late
but was told I could not. I asked that Pacific Western Airlines radio
ahead to Lynn Lake but was told they could not, so there we sat.
Consultant after consultant arrived and after four of them had
crowded into the pilot's cabin, and three hours' delay, the window was
repaired, but the incident did not increase my confidence in the air
worthiness of the plane. I could imagine other windows falling in
while we were at thirty thousand feet, or motors fa1l1ng off while we
were in full flight. The pilot apologized for the lack of food, the
excuse being that four hours' notif ica tion was required to get
sandwich service and he knew we did not want to wait another hour.
How right he was. Each of us had a complimentary martini which
helped ease the strain a bit.
Finally, at seven fifty p.m., after a stop at Flin Flon, we
arrived at Lynn Lake, a metropolis of about one hundred houses,
surrounding a closed uranium mine. The airport was dusty and run
down. The countryside was granite and scrub pine. The lake was
dark and not particularly inviting, but mira bile dictu, the Parson's
float plane was waiting and the Pacific Western on which we had just
arrived disgorged our baggage and fishing tackle. The pilot was in a
rush to take off. He had just enough daylight left to run the three
hundred fifty miles to Hatchet Lake and get home before total
darkness settled in about eleven thirty p.m. So we crowded into the
single-engine three-seater with baggage squashing us on all sides.
We taxied away from the dock out on the lake, headed into the wind
and took of£. The atmosphere was crystal clear and the view of lakes
and forests below us was marvelous. There was twice as much water
as land. There was only one road in sight. It went as far as La
Ronge. Then there was nothing but untouched nature until we sighted
the clay strip airport at Hatchet Lake, dubbed "International" by
George Fleming's guests. The lodge is on an island, the airport on the
mainland but our float plane made the transition easy for us by
landing on the lake and taxiing up to the long dock. Fortunately food
was waiting for us. We called by sa telli te to let the entire world
know of our safe arrival and then settled into bed in a v~ry
comfortable cabin. As I fell asleep, I thought of another Murphyslm:
"The distance a ten-pound great northern pike decides to r~n will
always be about five yards farther than the amount of backing you
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have stored in your reel."

I dropped off to sleep saying to myself,

"Murphy must have been a fisherman."

Richa rd Vi1 ter

